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Beginning with the training of local artisans in
traditional restoration skills using local materials
like lime and soil, the building attracted many
community members who came to learn about the
significance of heritage preservation techniques.
Furthermore Pangani residents, especially the older
generation contributed their knowledge about
Pangani history and heritage to the production of
the panel exhibit that is displayed in the centre.
This process has ensured a peoples’ perspective in
addition to the information from other sources such
as the National Archives Tanzania, German National
Archives and the Library of Oxford University, all
having provided images and information to the
exhibit.
The panels begin with pre-Pangani history when
hunters and gatherers occupied the hinterland,
to when marauding groups destabilized the
communities in the region during the 1450s.

PANGARITHI is a Heritage Centre in Pangani district, Tanzania. This 19th century historic building which was rehabilitated by UZIKWASA with funding from the US Ambassador’s Fund for Cultural Preservation has become the
focal point for sharing the unique heritage that Pangani has to offer.
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Information regarding the history of the family that
lived in the building between 1870s and 1990 with
its family tree is well depicted. Artifacts of utensils
used by the family were excavated and are also
displayed in the building.
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Other panels show the caravans and trade that took place,
for which Pangani was a terminus and port, because of
its strategic position with Zanzibar, the Indian Ocean
and the hinterland. By 1880s Pangani‘s economy was
flourishing and its population was diverse. The power
struggle between the Germans and the local people led
by Bushiri is depicted in one of the panels. The Germans
had to apply maximum force to crush the 9-months long
rebellion.

It is UZIKWASA’s intention to facilitate Pangani
communities in a participatory process to share
more heritage information from their own cultural
background. This will be a first step towards establishing
a growing knowledge body on the heritage from the
over 20 ethnic groups in Pangani district. Pangani FM
Community Radio through its interactive radio program
“Urithi wa Pangani” (Pangani’s Heritage) plays a big role
in this process.

People can also learn from the texts that by May
1890 resistance to German rule was crushed country
wide, followed by a regime of martial law, which was
remembered by the ordinary Pangani people as the time
of exploitation and oppression.
Despite the oppressive German rule it also brought
significant changes in the town by improving
infrastructure. For example, around 1890 a new river wall,
street lighting and buildings such as the Customs House, a
new hospital and a market were constructed.
After the German’s defeat in World War II Pangani
changed. Omani plantations were falling as slavery
declined resulting in replacement of labour intensive crops
such as sugar with coconut trees. Some Arab houses fell
into ruins, and estates passed into Indians hands.
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A place with Heritage information from the people and
for the people!
Opening Hours: Thursday to Sunday: 09:00 am to 05:00 pm
Monday to Wednesday: CLOSED
Entrance Fee:
Pangani residents: Free
Students: 500/- Tsh
Other Citizens: 1000/- Tsh
Non Tanzanians: 5000/- Tsh

A Map to
PANGARITHI

It is expected that PANGARITHI will become the place where all this knowledge is
being processed and displayed so that it will be accessible to everyone, women,
men, young people, particularly school children.

We are grateful to Anne-Marie Schindler Foundation in Switzerland for contributing to the initial running costs
and further development of the centre.
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UZIKWASA

P.O. Box 1, Jamhuri Street, Pangani, Tanzania,
Tel. +255-27-2630303 or 2630203
Email: info@uzikwasa.or.tz
Website: www.uzikwasa.or.tz
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